Construction Logistics Improvement Group (CLIG)
Meeting (8)
Date:

Thursday 6 September 2018

Time:

13:30 - 16:30

Venue:

The Union Jack Club, Sandell Street, London SE1 8UJ

Session leads:

Tim Brent & Mark Thirkell

Attendees:

As per master attendance list

Actions and decisions:
Ref

Item

Action or decision

Lead

1

Introductions

TB and MT welcomed the CLIG members
CLIG
to the meeting and outlined the running
Secretariat
order for the day and presentations to be
delivered. PB later referenced the
achievements from the previous CLIG
programme, including the CIVITAS award
collected by TfL on behalf of the CLIG. A
vote of thanks was given to Glen Davies for
all his hard work and efforts in making the
CLIG such a successful programme

2

Progress
update: The
Planned
Measures
interactive
toolkit

(Please see separate PDF for the slides
presented)
TfL gave CLIG an overview to the
development of a planned measures
interactive toolkit which would build upon
the water freight toolkit and include
additional data layers for rail and
construction consolidation centres. TfL is
about to appoint the consultants to deliver
this work and further updates will be given
at the next CLIG

1

TfL

Ref

Item

Action or decision

Lead

Points from CLIG:


Is there a tendency to overuse river
based data? Perhaps worth
considering a tributary and canal
map (similar to tube map)?



TfL advised there will be further
developments made to the water
freight aspect of the toolkit. River
Lee wharves are to be included and
there is potential to include other
tributaries and canals at a later
stage



Can we help test it?
SW: Yes - live testing with
stakeholders including CLIG will be
integral



The Water Freight Toolkit is
currently available on the CLOCS
https://wft.wspdigital.co.uk/

Action: the Multimodal Logistics Working
Group to review the development of the
Planned Measures Toolkit at the next WG
meeting

3

Progress
update: The
CLP training
programme

(Please see separate PDF for the slides
presented)
DE advised that the Day 3 of CLP training
is still embryonic with further updates to be
given at the next CLIG. The current
Foundation and Practitioner programme
has been a success with very positive
feedback received. The current programme
is now completed and a waiting list is
operating for future courses
Points from CLIG:


Where can people buy the Day 1
and Day2 courses directly?
TfL is aware of the high demand but
2

CLIG

Arup

Ref

Item

Action or decision

Lead

you can’t currently buy direct,
although buy direct trials have taken
place.
PB: TfL is working with institutions
to license training out. Funding has
been provided for Arup to deliver 10
Day 3 training sessions


Is there a link with CILT?
PB: Yes they are a key player



Is the course being used in a
consistent way within local
authorities?
PB: advised yes and is progressing
well. Also utilizing CLOCS to try and
reach nationwide



DE: 29 out of 33 boroughs have
been trained – the 4 outstanding
Boroughs have been contacted



LB Croydon have a policy of ‘no
planning permission without a CLP
produced in line with the CLP toolkit



CLP Submissions at consultant
stage have been changed into old
format



A view from Boroughs is that there
needs to be more marketing in order
to increase uptake of CLPs – are
there plans to do this?

Action: PB to talk to the CLP working
group on how to take forward the marketing TfL
of CLPs to help increase the uptake of
CLPs.
TfL
Action: PB to discuss to HS2 for CLP
training. (action complete)
4

Industry
perspectives:
The future ‘Triple A’

(Please see separate PDF for the slides
presented)
Barrie Diffin from Wilson James gave the

3

Wilson
James

Ref

Item
Delivery
Management
Systems

Action or decision

Lead

CLIG an overview to their delivery
management system ‘Fulcrum’
Points from CLIG:

5

Discussion:
what are the top
5 construction
logistics
priorities &
challenges
facing your
organisation
today?



Is ANPR used to ID vehicle details
(type, fuel etc.)?
BD advised yes and this is
integrated into the AI element



Is it possible to adapt the system to
catch data via ANPR and inform site
that it is x mins away from site?
BD said it was plausible but there
may be DATA Protection Issue



Will the Fulcrum system work with
other DMS’s?
BD: Yes it will



Has any thought been given to
integration with BIM and CLPs?
BD: Potentially based on information
supplied and it may be possible to
further develop the delivery
modelling tool

The CLIG broke into a series of table
discussions with the task to focus on the
top 5 construction logistics priorities and
challenges facing their organisations today
The following feedback was captured from
the tables
Table 1:






Collaboration: This is still very
challenging to achieve in reality
The importance and opportunity
presented by water freight transport
and the challenge of air quality
remains
Thames Skill Set Academy offer
training, staff and equipment to help
water based transport
The need to have recognition of

4

CLIG

Ref

Item

Action or decision
logistics in construction as a
profession
Table 2:






There are not enough vehicle
holding areas around in London
Insufficient resources to enforce the
implementation of CLPs
Support tools for logistics – what
BIM can offer
Sufficient and good quality data for
CLPs is an issue
Delivery punctuality remains a
challenge is some areas

Table 3:




Certain boroughs have brought in
emission reduction programmes construction is struggling to keep up
with the patchwork approach to this
How do contractors work through it?
There is still confusion

Table 4:





Need to balance cost, quality and
sustainability in construction logistics
management
Infrastructure – access to it.
Inefficiencies, lack of consistency
Data supply road closures etc.
Technology and innovation

Table 5:







Timely information is key
Data information (BIM Design etc)
Willingness to attain supply chain in
rural areas
FORS
Communication
Programme and planning
challenges, supply chain integration

5

Lead
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Lead

resources
Table 6:








Challenge of finding the right people
with the experience in administering
large schemes
Cultural differences and experiences
Dissemination of the requirements of
CLP need to be applied consistently
Reluctance to adopt new initiatives
or processes
Uneven playing field for rail and
haulage
Benefits of promoting (CLIG) good
ways of operating (e.g. what about a
5 star CLIG member approach?)
No clear government policy to
assess different modes of transport

Action: MT/TB to identify opportunities to
take forward some of the key messages to
help inform future CLIG agenda items and
discussions

6

Highlights from
the Rail Freight
Working for
Britain report
2018

CLIG
Secretariat

(Please see separate PDF for the slides
presented)
Femi Ogunbiyi from the Rail Delivery
Group gave the CLIG an overview to the
organisation and some headline points
from the recently published Rail Freight:
Working for Britain report
Points from CLIG:



Pollution – what role can electric
locos play to tackle this?
FO advised that the RDG has
undertaken a push on electrification
push. The Minister has asked for a
2040 study to look at further options

Action: FO to be invited to the next CLIG
working to review the planned measures
toolkit

6

CLIG
Secretariat

Ref
7

Item
Borough
planning
update: City of
London
Corporation

Action or decision
(Please see separate PDF for the slides
presented).
The City of London Corporation gave an
update on the work it is doing around the
development and delivery of CLPs and also
work on CLOCS.
MT advised that other boroughs are to be
asked to contribute an update on their work
at future CLIG meetings
Points from CLIG:











Is the Corporation employing any
camera technology as part of its
work?
RC advised that cameras are not the
City of London’s, so no, and they
belong to the police.
Have you considered installing
CCTV to monitor the adherence to
CLPs?
RC: there is no resource to monitor
so many sites on a 24/7 basis and to
make sure CLPs are being adhered
to
How do you monitor ‘rogue freight’
operators?
RC: One follows vehicles
coincidentally if we happen to see
one, but that’s extent of it
If it cannot be policed, why put all
the vehicle data within the CLP?
RC: this is a requirement of CLPs
and it’s important to recognise the
very limited routes for HGV’s within
the City. Boroughs will start
monitoring following a complaint, but
due to resource cannot monitor
constantly
Croydon has been working with
companies to develop a smart app
to direct vehicles via agreed routes
with automated divergence
communications back to the local
authority. This will be available in

7

Lead
City of
London
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early 2019.

8

Action: LB Croydon to provide an update
on the app at the March CLIG meeting

LB
Croydon

(Please see separate PDF for the slides
presented)

CILT

James Haig led a presentation from CILT
Construction Industry Forum and focussed
in particular on work to deliver offsite
manufacturing. A hand out was given to the
CLIG to help input some early ideas for a
set of case studies on offsite manufacturing
It was agreed that this would be a focus for
discussion at the next Planned Measures
working group meeting
Points from CLIG:


Croydon are doing some work with
developers locally on offsite
manufacturing

Action: CILT to ask Kier and Laing
O’Rourke to come to CLIG to talk about
their experience of using off site
manufacture

JH/ CILT

LB
Action: Alex Pocklington to talk to
developers about CLIG having a site visit to Croydon
sites who are using modules

9

Summary and
AOB

TB closed the session and highlighted the
next set of working groups which will take
place on 10 October. CLIG would also be
invited to complete a short survey on how
they found the session. This would cover
the positive aspects as well as those that
could be improved upon

8

CLIG
Secretariat

